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A VINE TIME
Undrinkable R1,3-million red and other more palatable stuff

DINING OUT

THE most expensive
bottle of wine ever
bought and sold was
knocked down at
Christies in London 27
years ago for £105 000 –
t h at ’s R1 362 900 at the
conversion rate at time of
writing. The weirdest
part, however, was that
the wine was undrinkable
and the buyer knew it.

It was bought, as you
may have guessed, as a
collector’s item of
historical interest having
once belonged to Thomas
Jefferson, the third
president of the United
States. Jefferson, as the
history buffs will know,

spent much of his time in
France in the latter 1700s
drumming up French
support for the revolt of
the 13 colonies against
the Brits.

“Wine of long habit,” he
once famously said, ” has
become indispensable to
my state of health” and
he proceeded to promote
such physical well-being
by creating a fine cellar
with many of the bottles

bearing his etched initials
Th.J.

It was one of these – a
1787 Chateau Lafitte
bordeaux blend – t h at
fetched the R1,3-million
and it now resides in the
Forbes (of publishing
fame) Collection in New
York. I know the two
larney reds I received for
sampling this week at
cellar door prices of R135
and R127 respectively

aren’t in the same league,
but they do loom large in
a column whose price
benchmark is pitched
either side of 50 bucks.

First uncorked was a
2009 Number One
Constitution Road, the
Robertson Winery
flagship which won gold
at Syrah 2011 in France
last year (A Vine Time
January 28 2012) plus a
Decanter Trophy in
London.

Syrah (or shiraz) has
always struck me as a red
meat wine, so I cracked
the Constitution Road
with a steak dinner last
week expecting a special

Grub bursting with flavour
and Mediterranean twists

TASTE OF THE GOOD LIFE

‘‘
I always enjoy some
sweetness with my
pork and this dish

was a happy balance
between sweet and

savoury

experience.
I wasn’t

disappointed.
Showing

violet in the glass, the
wine is well oaked and

provides rich mulberry
and blackcurrant and
far-off spices which have
settled well during the
two-year journey from
vineyard to bottle. No

wonder Europe was
impressed. It is clearly a
classy wine, but for me the
real test was how, at R127
per bottle, it compared
with my yardstick
Drostdy-Hof “claret” at
R32 per bottle. It was
better, no doubt, but was it
four times better?

The answer to that lies
somewhere between the
pocket and the palate. I
must accept that there is
no way I could afford the
Constitution Road as my
huiswyn, but if I still had a
boss, it’s the sort offering
I’d like on the table if he
ever came to dinner.

Win tickets to
exclusive
whisky tasting
IF ELEGANT whisky, good food and
great company are up your alley,
Weekend Post in association with
Bunnahabhain single malt whiskies
have just the event planned for you.

Sixteen Weekend Post subscribers
along with their partners can win
tickets to an exclusive evening of
discovering the “gentle taste” of the
Isle of Islay, where some of the world’s
finest whiskies are made.

Whisky connoisseur Pierre Meintjes,
a “Master of the Quaich” with 40 years’
experience in the industry, will lead the
informative tasting – dressed in full
Scottish kilt of course.

Affectionately known as Mr Whisky,
Meintjes is the only Master of the
Quaich in South Africa – a title reserved
for whisky’s “elite”.

The event will be held at Squires at
the Boardwalk complex in Port
Elizabeth on June 6 and is aimed at
both the novice and the whisky lover.

Guests will taste Bunnahabhain’s 12-,
18- and 25-year-old un-chillfiltered
whisky, all three of which recently won
double gold at the San Francisco World
Spirits Competition.

Canapes will be served afterwards.
Bunnahabhain (pronounced

bunna-hah-vin) is crafted at its
distillery on Islay (see picture above),
the famous island off the Scottish coast
that is known for its award-winning
single malts.

❑ See the main body of Weekend
Post today to find out how to enter.

Saffron tantalises Uitenhage foodies
with much panache... and brandy!

our starters. Mine was the
baked mushroom stuffed
with bacon and garlic and
topped with a brandy cream
and breadcrumbs (R30)
while my husband Salvelio
marvelled over the brie
baked in phyllo, drizzled with
berry coulis and sprinkled
with pistachios (R34).

Both starters were tasty,
substantial and attractively
presented. Field mushrooms,
oddly, can be difficult to cook
really well but mine was
perfect. The bacon added a
rich smokiness to the earthy
flavours but the dish was
slightly boozy for my liking.

Had we been bored in the
least (thankfully not the
case) we might have spent
the entire night reading the
long-as-my-arm menu. It has
a dizzying selection of dishes
to choose from and a
restaurant this size (it seats
about 35) would in my view
be better served by a smaller
menu. That said, it was
obvious that whoever was

Greek-style lamb burger
(R69) with feta, olives and
sun-dried tomato, served on
a pita instead of the usual
bun. It came with a hearty
helping of chips and a side
salad. The patty was nicely
cooked, he said, and had
some exciting spices going
for it, but he found the
home-made chilli tomato
chutney on top so spicy that
it masked some of those
tantalising flavours of
faraway places.

Dessert-wise zabaglione
would have been my first
choice but as Saffron only
serves it as an order for two,
we decided on separate
desserts instead. I was

already sold on the chocolate
truffle torte (R38) spotted
earlier which tasted every bit
as good as it looked while
Salvelio’s heart was
gladdened by the warm Cape
brandy pudding served with
pouring cream (R34).

Resident waiter Timothy
Hartzenberg made us feel at
home and did an admirable
job of waiting on every last
table without making anyone
feel neglected for a second.

Our bill came to R455
excluding tip – not bad at all
considering we did splash
out on the sparkling wine.
After settling it we confessed
our undercover mission to
the owners, who turned out

to be a most charming Irish
couple from Belfast. James
Carson is the chef while his
wife Olwen, whose name
means “peaceful blessing”,
takes charge of finances and
front of house.

Given the high standard of
the food served we were
surprised to learn that
James, a research chemist,
has no formal chef’s training.
However he has always had a
great love of cooking and
was finally able to do this full
time when the couple started
the restaurant six years ago.

❑ Saffron is on (041) 992-
4267 and open Tuesday to
Saturday till late and Monday
from 8.30am to 3pm.

KITCHEN CONFIDENCE: James and Olwen Carson with resident waiter Timothy
Hartzenberg (centre) serve up a signature chicken dish PHOTOGRAPH: SALVELIO MEYER
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behind these offerings had
no shortage of devotion to
cooking – and a passion for
interesting and unusual
ingredients and flavour
c o m b i n at i o n s .

This was evidenced in my
main course of Andalusian
pork fillet (R90) stuffed with
apricots, prunes and dried
herbs, an apricot and brandy
(yes, more brandy!) sauce
swirling seductively around
both it and a tower of yummy
mash. I always enjoy some
sweetness with my pork and
this dish was a happy
balance between sweet and
savoury while the meat itself
was tender and succulent.

Salvelio’s main was the

IT IS a wondrous thing to be
surprised and delighted,
especially when you least
expect it. And that was
exactly our experience when
we headed out of town last
week to a quaintly-named
restaurant where a delicate
chicken liver amuse-bouche
(a bite-sized hors d’ouvre
specially chosen by the chef)
was presented to us, while
technically tricky desserts
like zabaglione tempted us
from an impressive (and
extensive) Mediterranean-
inspired menu.

Was this a night of feasting
in Cape Town perhaps, or a
swanky dinner at one of those
award-winning Garden Route
eateries the foodie magazines
so love to write about?

Not on your Nellie. We
were in low-key Uitenhage, a
town better known for its
auto industry legacy than for
its worship of gastronomic
delights. Our visit to Saffron,
in a somewhat nondescript
building on Uitenhage’s
Graaff-Reinet
Road, was
inspired by
a letter to
M y We e ke n d
a few weeks
before from
a couple
praising the
r e st a u r a n t ’s
“friendly
service, pleasant ambience
and excellent food”.

We would soon share
some of the writers’
enthusiasm as within
minutes of being seated we
watched a marvel of spun
sugar precariously topping a
sinful-looking chocolate
creation being served to a
diner at the next table.

To celebrate our excursion
into the unknown we ordered
a bottle of Krone Borealis
Methode Cap Classique,
arguably indulgent at R145
but still significantly cheaper
than you are likely to pay for
it in a PE restaurant. Its dry,
citrusy sparkle paired well
with the amuse-bouche and


